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Abstract. We propose a new, widely applicable model for analyzing
knowledge-based (epistemic) and strategic properties of cryptographic
protocols. We prove that the corresponding model checking problem with
respect to an expressive epistemic strategic logic is decidable. As corol-
laries, we obtain decidability of complex security properties including
coercion-resistance of voting protocols, accountability of protocols using
a trusted third party, and abuse-freeness of contract signing protocols.

Introduction

In design and verification of cryptographic protocols, symbolic techniques [1]
have proven very successful. A breakthrough result in this area is that secrecy
properties of protocols can be decided in coNP, even if the adversary is allowed
to send arbitrarily complex terms [2]. Recently, game-based properties of cryp-
tographic protocols have been studied [3]. Such properties are relevant e.g., for
contract signing [4–6] and non-repudiation [7] protocols, and can naturally be
expressed in Alternating-Time Temporal Logic (ATL, [8]), a logic explicitly de-
signed to reason about strategies. Decidability results for such properties have
been obtained in [9, 10]. However, existing symbolic approaches for strategic
analysis have the following limitations:

(i) The models and logics that have been applied cannot express epistemic
properties, i.e., properties concerned with knowledge of principals as, e.g.,
abuse-freeness of contract-signing protocols [11] or anonymous broadcast [12].
Similarly, they only consider complete-information strategies : Honest prin-
cipals and the adversary base their decisions on complete knowledge about
the current state, including private messages between other principals and
cryptographically hidden secrets. Thus, capabilities of all parties are over-
approximated, potentially leading to both “false positives” and “false neg-
atives” in the security analysis.

(ii) They do not handle probabilistic protocols that allow random decisions.
These are essential for some security goals [13] and can be used to model
random routing in anonymity protocols.

We propose an approach overcoming these shortcomings by a thorough treatment
of knowledge and probabilism. To express security properties, we use QAPI [14],
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a very expressive extension of ATL∗. In addition to epistemic and probabilistic
aspects, QAPI allows explicit reasoning and quantification of strategies similarly
to strategy logic [15]. This allows to express dependencies between strategies of
different coalitions, as for example knowledge that one coalition has about the
behavior of others. Our contributions are as follows:

1. We define a symbolic model for protocol analysis treating explicit knowledge,
incomplete information, and probabilistic protocols.

2. We show that the question whether a protocol satisfies a security property
(specified by a QAPI-formula) is decidable for active and passive adversaries.

Our decidability result holds for finitely many parallel sessions, it is well-known
that even very simple security properties are undecidable for the unbounded
session case [16]. Our proof implies that relevant strategies can always be finitely
represented, hence can be implemented in software.

As a toy example, we consider a coin-flipping protocol: Bob randomly chooses
a bit b1 ∈ {0, 1} and a random string N , and sends hash(〈b1, N〉) to Alice. Alice
randomly chooses b2 ∈ {0, 1} and sends b2 to Bob. He then sends N and b1
to Alice, who verifies that these match the hash. The security property is that
neither Alice nor Bob can dictate the outcome of the protocol, which is the bit
b1 ⊕ b2. This is only true since Alice’s b2 may not depend on the secret value b1,
hence security of the protocol can only be shown with an epistemic approach.
In addition to this toy example, we give the following applications:

1. We show how accountability and verifiability of protocols that involve a
trusted third party and coercion-resistance of voting protocols can be ex-
pressed in our model, implying decidability of these properties.

2. We prove that abuse-freeness of contract-signing protocols can be formalized
in our model, and obtain decidability as a corollary. This resolves an open
question from [11].

3. We show how coercion-resistance of voting protocols can be expressed in our
model. In addition to the epistemic and strategic properties, this property
has a probabilistic aspect. Again, we obtain decidability as a corollary.

RelatedWork. In the above-mentioned [9], a decision algorithm for (non-epistemic,
complete-information, non-probabilistic) strategic properties of protocols is given.
In [10] a decidability result for a strategic property (balance) of contract-signing
protocols was established. This result follows from our decidability result. In the
very influential paper [17], a logic for authentication protocols was introduced,
which models knowledge gained during the run of an authentication protocol.
Among the many follow-ups are [18–20].

[13] defines a symbolic model for probabilistic protocols, however no decid-
ability result is proven. We significantly generalize that model: First, we treat
security goals that involve epistemic aspects. Second, we treat arbitrary term sig-
natures with equational theories instead of only nonces and signatures as in [13].
Further, we allow arbitrarily complex terms.
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Organization. In Sections 1 and 2, we define the protocol model. In Section 3,
we recall the semantics of the logic QAPI. Section 4 contains our main result:
The question whether a given protocol satisfies a given security property (i.e.,
a formula) is decidable. Section 5 contains the applications. Due to the page
limit, the proof of our main result as well as a more detailed discussion of the
applications are omitted and can be found in the full version of the paper [21].

1 Syntax: Specifying a Protocol

1.1 Two Examples
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Fig. 1. Coin-Flipping Protocol: Specification

The Coin-Flipping Protocol.
In the coin-flipping proto-
col (cp. Introduction), Bob
chooses his bit first and thus
cannot dictate the outcome
of the protocol (as Alice
verifies consistency with the
hash value). We therefore
consider the more interest-
ing case of dishonest Alice:
Only the hash function pre-
vents her from dictating the
result unilaterally. Hence we
first consider the case that
Alice is the adversary, and
assume that only Bob follows
the protocol, his specification
is presented in the left-hand
side of Figure 1. Dashed
lines represent messages re-
ceived by Bob, solid ones are
messages sent by him. The
message 〈α,N〉 is a pair con-
taining the bit α and the ran-
dom string N . The probabilities 1

2 express that Bob chooses the bits 0 and 1
with probability 1

2 each. Omitted probabilities are 1. Different messages from
Alice (0 or 1) lead to different follow-up states for Bob. We omit error states for
syntactically incorrect incoming messages, etc. Since our model is concurrent,
we add a dummy sequence for the step when Alice is active.

In our formalism, the security property of the coin-flip protocol is expressed as

∀3S¬ 〈〈A : S〉〉>0.5 ♦
(
finB00 ∨ finB11

)
. The formula expresses that for every strategy

S (that cannot break the hash function, this is specified by the index 3), if the
adversary Alice follows S, she only has a probability of 1

2 to reach a state in
which both random bits are the same and hence the result bit is 0; the 1-case is
symmetric.
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As a further example, we also show how Alice’s role can be specified in our
model. For simplicity, the graphical representation in the right-hand side of Fig-
ure 1 uses the terms ri for the message Alice received in the i-th protocol step
(our general notation will be introduced below). The final receive step made by
Alice is the most important one: Here she receives the pair 〈b1, N〉 from Bob.
Alice now checks that Bob did not cheat (i.e., that this pair is indeed consistent
with the hash value received earlier in the protocol run), and computes the result
of the coinflip. For this, she uses the following test: For α ∈ {0, 1}, the “test”
bobbitα is the conjunction (r2 = hash(r4))

∧
(Π1(r4) = α), this test is true iff

the pair sent by Bob in step 4 matches the hash value sent earlier and the bit
contained in Bob’s commitment is α. Here the operator Π1 denotes extraction
of the first element of a pair. Depending on this test and on her own previously
chosen bit, Alice then moves into one the states finA00, fin

A
01, fin

A
10, fin

A
11, where

the bit combinations αβ denote the 4 possible choices of bits by Alice and Bob
(the first bit is Bob’s random choice, the second one Alice’s).

The test true used in the first receive step when the hash value of Bob’s pair
〈b1, N〉 is received always returns true: At this point of the protocol run, no tests
are performed, the value is merely stored for later reference.

1 2 3 4

•

ε ε
ε sigB(text)

abort wait abort wait ok

abort ε 1
2 abort

1
2 ε accept

Fig. 2. Protocol State Example

Wait State in a Contract
Signing Protocol. Consider
the protocol excerpt in Fig-
ure 2. There are two pos-
sible incoming messages:
The empty term ε and a
cryptographic signature of
some text. If ε is received,
there are three possible re-
actions: 1. send an abort-
message, and move to an
“aborted” state, 2. move
into a waiting state, 3. ran-

domly choose between the first two alternatives. If the signature is received, an
ok -state is reached and an accept message sent. The random choice in the exam-
ple is clearly contrived, however there are protocols where randomized decisions
are essential, e.g., the contract signing protocol introduced in [13], the coin-
flipping protocol discussed above, and random routing.

1.2 Formalizing Protocol States

Our formal protocol definition is the natural one. The most important aspect is
how principals react to incoming messages. These reactions depend on observable
properties of the message. Such properties are modeled as tests. Let IDs be
a set of identities in a PKI. Let N be the disjoint union of the infinite sets
NA and Ni for each i ∈ IDs (nonces generated by the adversary and honest
participants). Let X = {x1, x2, . . . } be an infinite set of variables. Let Σt be
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a term signature containing function symbols with assigned arities representing
cryptographic primitives. The set of terms TΣt is defined as usual inductively on
N , X , and symbols from Σt. We assume that for each i ∈ IDs, there are terms i,
pki and ski, denoting the name, public and private key of i, and that Σt contains
operations 〈., .〉 to construct tuples and Πi to access their components. For C ⊆
IDs, the set TC is the set of terms constructable from Σt and X ∪

⋃
i∈C Ni∪NA

where no ski for i /∈ C appears. We call these terms C-terms. These can be
constructed with access to the secret keys and nonces of members of C. We write
TA instead of TC if C is clear from the context, to highlight that these terms
can be constructed by the adversary when the identities in C are corrupted.

We write t[t′1/x1, . . . , t′n/xn] for the term obtained from t by simultaneously
replacing every occurrence of the variable xi with the term t′i.

decskxi

(
encpkxi

(xt)
xr

)
= xt

verify
(
sigskxi

(xt)
xr , xt, pkxi

)
= ok

for i ∈ {1, 2} , Πi〈t1, t2〉 = ti

Fig. 3. Example equational theory

We assume a convergent equa-
tional theory E. See Figure 3 for
an example theory with public-key
encryption, signatures, and pair-
ing; in the equations xi refers to
an identity, xt is a term, and xr
represents randomization nonces.
The (uniquely determined) normal
form of a term t, denoted with [[t]],

is obtained by exhaustive application of equations from E. In the example, if
t = decskA

(
encpkA(abort)

r), then [[t]] = abort.
Formally, an equation over Σt is a pair of Σt-terms (l, r), written as l = r

(our equations are “oriented,” where intuitively, we write the “more complicated”
term on the left-hand side). An equational theory E over Σt is a set of equations

over Σt. For example, the equation decskxi

(
encpkxi

(xt)
xr

)
= xt in the theory

from Figure 3 models that when encrypting a term xt with the public key of an
identity xi with randomness xr, and decrypting the term with the private key of
the same identity, then the result is xt again. This equation is a “simplification
rule,” transforming a complex term (the ciphertext) into a simpler term (the
plaintext). E induces a rewrite relation �E on terms, where t1 �E t2 if t2 can
be obtained from t1 by applying a rule in E in the natural way.

With �∗
E, we denote closure of �E under transitivity, reflexivity, and appli-

cation of function symbols (i.e., rules can be applied in subterms); ≡E is the
closure of �∗

E under symmetry and transitivity. Terms t1 and t2 are called E-
equivalent, if t1 ≡E t2. The relation �E is confluent, if for all t, t1, t2 with
t �∗

E t1 and t �∗
E t2, there is some t′ with t1 �∗

E t
′ and t2 �∗

E t
′. The relation

�E is terminating if there is no infinite sequence of terms t1, t2, . . . such that
for all i we have ti �= ti+1 and ti �E ti+1. The theory E is convergent if �E is
both confluent and terminating.

E is a convergent subterm theory [22] if for each (l, r) ∈ E, r is a subterm of
l or a constant, and E is convergent. Convergent subterm theories cover many
interesting applications including the behavior of usual cryptographic primitives.
Many decision problems for such theories are decidable [22].
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A term t ∈ TΣt is in normal form or a message if t�∗
E t

′ implies t = t′. If �E

is convergent, then for each term t there is a unique term t′ in normal form such
that t �∗

E t
′, we denote this term with [[t]]. If �E is convergent, then terms are

equivalent if and only if they have the same normal form.

Definition 1. [11] For a set C of identifies, an atomic C-test is a pair (M,M ′)
of C-terms where exactly one variable x appears in M and M ′. A message m
satisfies (M,M ′), if M [m/x] ≡E M ′[m/x]. A C-test is a Boolean combina-
tion of atomic C-tests, with the obvious semantics. Messages m and m′ are
C-indistinguishable if there is no C-test that exactly one of them satisfies.

The definition extends to sequences of messages. Indistinguishibility is also known
as static equivalence [23]. We now define protocol states. These specify how an
incoming message is handled in a protocol: Depending on properties of the mes-
sage (modeled with tests), there are different possible choices how a principal
can react. In randomized protocols, these choices are probability distributions
over actions, where an action consists of a reply message and a state change.
In the definition below, the parsing sequence corresponds to the dashed lines in
the example above; the send sequence formalizes the solid lines. A state hence
consists of the dashed lines originating at the same point plus their solid succes-
sors. The dashed lines are labeled with tests (the example also uses ε as the test
satisfied by the empty message only), the solid lines are labeled with terms sent
as replies and the probabilities with which they are chosen. In Section 2 below,
we will explain the semantics of the protocol execution.

Definition 2. A protocol state w is a special symbol Finished or consists of

– a parsing sequence t1, . . . , tk, where each ti is a test,
– a send sequence (s11 , α1,1), . . . , (s1,l, α1,l), (s2,1, α2,1), . . . , (sk,l, αk,l), where

each si,j is a term, and αi,j ≥ 0 is a rational number with
∑l

j=1 αi,j = 1 for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

If w is not Finished, then a number i ∈ {1, . . . , k} is a choice in w, and l is the
randomization degree of w. We also call such states regular protocol states.

A protocol role is a program for a principal (see Figure 1). It combines states
into a tree, with different possible actions in each state. We assume sufficiently
many copies of Finished, so that a protocol role may have different final states.
We model a single protocol session, a finite number of concurrent sessions can
be implemented by expressing the resulting interleaving protocol in our model.

Definition 3. A protocol role R consists of a finite directed tree (V,E), where
V is a set of protocol states and E is a set of labeled edges such that:

– If w ∈ V has k choices and randomization degree l, then w has k ·l successors
with edges labeled with (i, j) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.

– If w ∈ V is a copy of Finished, then w does not have any successor.
– There is an identity i ∈ IDs such that every subterm appearing in R is an
i-term, i is also called the identity of R.

Requiring an identify for each role ensures it uses a single private key only. A
k-roles protocol is a tuple Pr = (R1, . . . ,Rk), where each Ri is a protocol role.
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2 Semantics: Executing a Protocol

We first informally describe the execution of protocols. Again, k is the number
of honest protocol participants. Principals send and receive messages consisting
of (k+1)-ary tuples. An incoming message contains in component i the message
from principal i ∈ {1, . . . , k} or the adversary if i = k + 1. Analogously, the
message sent in each round is a tuple with (k + 1) entries, where the i-th entry
is intended to be sent to principal i, or to the adversary if i = k + 1.

An honest principal h ∈ {1, . . . , k} operates as follows: In each state, h an-
alyzes the incoming message tuple, and checks for each test from the parsing
sequence whether the message satisfies it. The test takes the history of the pro-
tocol run into account, i.e., is applied to the sequence of messages received so far
by h. If test tc is satisfied, a number d ∈ {1, . . . , l} is chosen randomly using the
distribution specified by αc,1, . . . , αc,l, and the term sc,d is the reply sent by h.
Using a variable referring to the sequence of previously received messages, the
reply may depend on previously received messages. The local successor state is
determined by the outgoing edge (c, d) of the current one. If the incoming mes-
sage satisfies more than one of the tests, the principal makes a strategic choice by
choosing the one to apply. This occurs in the above contract-signing example if
the incoming message is the empty term. To avoid cumbersome case distinctions,
we require that for every message, there must be a test that it satisfies.

The adversary may send arbitrary terms that he can construct using the secret
keys from corrupted identities.

2.1 Formal Protocol Model as a Concurrent Game Structure

The formal model combines a set of global states of a protocol run (contain-
ing the protocol state of every participant) with the possible actions (“moves”)
and consequences thereof for every party. A usual way to specify strategic situ-
ations as this one are concurrent game structures (CGS). We use the definition
from [24], which models probabilistic games and incomplete information:

Definition 4. A concurrent game structure is a tuple C = (Σ,Q,P, π,Δ, δ, eq):
– Σ and P are non-empty, finite sets of players and propositional variables,
Q is a non-empty set of states,

– π : P → 2Q is a propositional assignment (p is true in all states from π(p)),
– Δ is a move function assigning to each state q and player a a nonempty set
Δ(q, a) of moves available at state q to player a. For A ⊆ Σ and q ∈ Q, an
(A, q)-move is a function c mapping each a ∈ A to a move c(a) ∈ Δ(q, a).

– δ is a probabilistic transition function which for each state q and (Σ, q)-move
c specifies a discrete probability distribution δ(q, c) on Q (the distribution of
the follow-up state of q if all players perform their move as specified by c),

– eq is an information function eq : {1, . . . , n}×Σ → P(Q×Q), where n is a
natural number, and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a ∈ Σ, eq(i, a) is an equiv-
alence relation on Q. Each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is called a degree of information.
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A subset A ⊆ Σ is a coalition of C. We write q1 ∼eqi(A) q2 for (q1, q2) ∈
∩a∈Aeq(i, a). If q1 ∼eqi(a)

q2, then player a cannot distinguish states q1 and
q2 (if i denotes the degree of information available to him). Multiple degrees of
information allow to dynamically specify the information available to principals,
e.g., whether they are regarded as being able to break cryptography, etc.

We define the protocol execution as CGS, which formalizes the mechanisms
described earlier. In the state description below, C is the set of corrupted
identities, each honest principal h ∈ {1, . . . , k} is in protocol state wh. For
each principal i ∈ {1, . . . , k,A}, the sequence Mi contains the messages re-
ceived so far. The sequence movesA records the moves performed by the ad-
versary. The numbers ch and dh are the strategic and random choices made by
h. The propositional variables allow to reason about the local state of honest
principals.

Definition 5. Let Pr = (R1, . . . ,Rk) be a protocol. The CGS induced by Pr
is CPr = (Σ,Q,P, π,Δ, δ, eq), where
– Σ = {1, . . . , k,A},
– Q consists of tuples of the form q = (C,w1,M1, . . . , wk,Mk,MA,movesA),

where C ⊆ IDs, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, wi is a protocol state of Ri, Mi and
MA are sequences of messages, and movesA is a sequence of terms.

– for each protocol state w occurring in Pr and each h ∈ {1, . . . , k} there is a
propositional variable sthw which is true in a state q as above iff wh = w,

– for a state q as above where for all h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, wh has kh choices,
randomization degree lh, parsing sequence th1 , . . . , thkh

and send sequence

(sh1,1, α
h
1,1), . . . ,(shkh,lh

, αh
kh,lh

), the available moves are as follows: For A,
every term mA ∈ TA is a move, for an honest principal h ∈ {1, . . . , k},
the number ch ∈ {1, . . . , kh} is a move if and only if Mh satisfies the test
thch . The transition function δ is defined as follows: For the move deter-
mined by the adversary move mA and the principal moves c1, . . . , ck and
numbers d1, . . . , dk, where 1 ≤ dh ≤ lh, there is a successor state q′ =
(C,w′

1,M′
1, . . . , w

′
k,M′

k,M′
A,movesA ◦mA), where

• w′
h is the successor of wh in Rh connected with the edge labeled (ch, dh),

• to define M′
j, we denote with Mi for i ∈ {1, . . . , k,A} the message sent

by i, which is [[sici,di
[Mi/x]]] if i ≤ k, or [[mA[MA/x]]] if i = A,

• for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k,A}, the new sequence M′
i is obtained by adding to

Mi a (k+ 1)-ary tuple containing in its j-th component the i-th compo-
nent of Mj (i.e., the term that j sends to i),

• the probability of this successor state is
∏k

h=1 α
h
ch,dh

.

If a principal is in a copy of Finished, he only has dummy moves.
– We define three information degrees: For a player a ∈ Σ,

1. eq(1, a) is the equality relation—this models complete information mod-
ulo ≡E (since the states only contain normal forms of terms),
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2. in eq(2, a), two states are equivalent if and only if principal a is in the
same local state1, and the component Ma is the same in both states (this
models local information with ability to break cryptography2)

3. eq(3, a) is the equivalence relation where states are equivalent if and only
if the principal is in the same local state1, and components Ma are a-
indistinguishable (C-indistinguishable if a = A).

The message received by a principal in each step is a tuple containing messages
from every protocol principal, allowing simultaneous processing of messages.
Messages are immediately delivered to the intended recipients using secure chan-
nels. Realistically, use of such channels can be restricted by using buffer principals
which the adversary may instruct to delay/drop messages.3 These are modeled as
ordinary protocol roles relaying messages, allowing flexible “implementations” of
channels and various levels of “adversary activeness:” If a protocol does not use
buffers at all, but principals only communicate via the adversary, the adversary
is active without restriction. If all communication uses secure channels (with
copies sent to the adversary), the adversary is passive. Intermediate degrees can
express secure channels to trusted third parties, etc.

For each C ⊆ IDs, there is an initial state qCinit = (C, r1, ε, r2, ε, . . . , rk, ε, ε, ε),
where ri is the root ofRi. In this state, no message has been sent, every principal
is in its initial state, and the adversary knows the keys of all identities in C. This
models static corruption, where a set of identities (fixed before the protocol run)
as adversarial. See Section 5.3 for an example of dynamic corruption. We remove
all states from CPr that cannot be reached from one of the initial states.

We note that there are two ways in which probabilism is relevant in our
model: First, protocol specifications may use random decisions as in the coin-
flipping protocol. Second, some security properties contain success probabilities.
In the coin-flipping protocol, the adversary has a success probability of 1

2 but
not higher, we will sketch a less trivial application in Section 5.4.

3 Probabilistic, Epistemic ATL with Strategy
Quantification

To express security goals, we use the ATL∗-variant QAPI [14, 24]. QAPI is not
security-specific, but a logic for reasoning about strategic and epistemic prop-
erties of general multi-agent systems. QAPI is very expressive and generalizes
several related logics. We only discuss the subset of QAPI relevant for this paper,
however our results hold for the complete logic. [14] contains detailed discussions
and comparisons as well as references to many related logics.

1 The local state of A consists of the set C and the sequence movesA.
2 This only allows the knowledge and decisions of principals to depend on “hidden”
information, but does not allow e.g., the adversary to send a hidden plaintext as
part of a message on his own. The latter can be expressed in our model with letting
the adversary corrupt the corresponding identities.

3 In order to avoid infinite protocol runs, we forbid rounds in which the adversary
delays every available channel in the obvious way.
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3.1 Formulas

QAPI extends ATL∗ with epistemic features, probabilities, and explicit strate-
gies. Formulas may contain variables S1, . . . , Sn referring to strategies, these will
be bound by quantifiers. This allows explicit reasoning about strategies.

Definition 6. The set of QAPI-formulas for a CGS C is defined as follows:

– A propositional variable of C is a state formula, conjunctions and negations
of state (path) formulas for C are state (path) formulas for C,

– every state formula is a path formula,
– if A1, . . . , An are coalitions, � is one of ≤, <,≥, >, ψ is a path formula, and

S1, . . . , Sn are variables for strategies, then 〈〈A1 : S1, . . . , An : Sn〉〉�α
ψ is

a state formula,
– if A is a coalition, i is a degree of information, and ψ is a state formula,

then KA
i ψ is a state formula,

– If ϕ1 and ϕ2 are path formulas, then so are Xϕ1, Pϕ1, X
−1ϕ1, and ϕ1Uϕ2.

Intuitively, 〈〈A1 : S1, . . . , An : Sn〉〉�α ψ expresses that if the coalitions A1, . . . ,
An play the strategies referred to by S1, . . . , Sn, then for every possible behavior
of the remaining players, the probability that the resulting sequence of states
satisfies the formula ψ is � α. The formula KA

i ψ expresses “coalition A knows
that ψ is true (with information degree i).” We use standard abbreviations like
ϕ ∨ ψ = ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ), ϕ→ ψ = ¬ϕ ∨ ψ, ♦ϕ = trueUϕ, and �ϕ = ¬♦¬ϕ.

3.2 Strategies and Semantics

An a-strategy for a player a is a function s assigning a move from Δ(q, a) to
each state q. It is i-uniform, if q1 ∼eqi(a)

q2 implies s(q1) = s(q2): In states
that a player cannot tell apart with information degree i, he performs the same
move. For a coalition A, an A-strategy is a family (sa)a∈A, where each sa is an
a-strategy, it is i-uniform if every sa is. We only consider memoryless strategies,
since each state contains complete information about the preceding protocol run.
Formulas are evaluated on states or on paths, where a path is a sequence λ of
states in a CGS C. With λ[i] we denote the i-th state in λ.

Definition 7. Let C = (Σ,Q,P, π,Δ, δ, eq) be a CGS, let ϕ be a state formula,
let ψ1 and ψ2 be path formulas, let S1, . . . , Sn be strategies instantiating the

variables S1, . . . , Sn, let λ be a path, let t ∈ N, let q ∈ Q be a state, let
−→
S be an

abbreviation for (S1, . . . , Sn). Then

– C,−→S , q |= p iff q ∈ π(p) for p ∈ P,
– negation and conjunction are treated as usual,

– (λ, t),
−→
S |= ϕ iff C,−→S , λ[t] |= ϕ,

– (λ, t),
−→
S |= Xψ1 iff (λ, t+ 1),

−→
S |= ψ1,

– (λ, t),
−→
S |= Pψ1 iff (λ, t′),

−→
S |= ψ1, for some t′ ≤ t,

– (λ, t),
−→
S |= X−1ψ1 iff t ≥ 1 and (λ, t− 1),

−→
S |= ψ1,
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– (λ, t),
−→
S |= ψ1Uψ2 iff there is some i ≥ t such that (λ, i),

−→
S |= ψ2 and

(λ, j),
−→
S |= ψ1 for all t ≤ j < i,

– C,−→S , q |= KA
i ϕ1 iff C,−→S , q′ |= ϕ1 for all q′ ∈ Q with q′ ∼eqi(A) q,

– C,−→S , q |= 〈〈Ai1 : Si1 , . . . , Aik : Sik〉〉
�α

ψ iff when coalition Aij plays4 the
Aij -strategy Sij for all j, then the resulting path satisfies ψ with probability
� α, for every possible behavior of the players in Σ \ (Ai1 ∪ · · · ∪ Aik).

This definition treats formulas where strategies instantiating the variables Si are
given. A quantified strategy formula is a state formula prefixed by a quantifier
block where each strategy variable Si is quantified with ∃i or ∀i for an information
degree i. This expresses “there is (for all) i-uniform strategies,” with the obvious
semantics: ∃i1S1∀i2S2 . . . ∃inSnϕ is true in state q if there is a i1-uniform strategy
S1 such that for all i2-uniform strategies S2, . . . , there is an in-uniform strategy
Sn such that this choice of strategies satisfies ϕ according to the definition above.

3.3 Modeling of Knowledge

The knowledge operator used in QAPI (see above) has the usual semantics from
epistemic logics. For security settings, this is often unsuitable: If a party “knows”
a fact to be true with probability significantly larger than 1

2 , is often enough for a
protocol to be insecure. This, however, is not captured in the standard definition.
Also, a party’s knowledge may sometimes take other principals’ strategies into
account, which also cannot be expressed with the standard epistemic knowledge
operator. However, QAPI’s quantified strategies can be used to address these
issues. As an example, “(with information degree i) there is a strategy sA such
that B knows whether ϕ holds with probability at least 4

5 , if B knows that A
follows sA,” can be expressed as follows: We modify the protocol for B to allow
an “announcement” proclaiming that B believes ϕ to be true.5 Let belϕ be a
formula true in all states in which B has made this announcement (see also [25]).
Then the above can be expressed as

∃iSA∃iSB 〈〈A : SA, B : SB〉〉≥
4
5 (ϕ ⇐⇒ ♦belϕ) .

Here it is crucial that the strategy chosen for SB may depend on the one chosen
for SA. Our discussion of coercion-resistance (Section 5.4) contains an example of
a security analysis where such considerations are relevant. The above discussion
shows that explicit uniform strategies are strong enough to express the knowl-
edge operator, although at the cost of modifying the game structure (in our
case, the protocol). Hence the basic knowledge operator can be seen as “syntac-
tic sugar,” which we however keep in the language as it can increase readability.
We are grateful to anonymous reviewers pointing out these issues.

4 If a appears in more than one Aij , he follows strategy Sij with j = min
{
j | a ∈ Aij

}
.

5 This can be done by e.g., introducing a dedicated party who receives messages saying
“I believe ϕ is true/false,” or with several other natural mechanisms
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4 Main Result

Security of protocols in our model is decidable for convergent subterm theories:

Theorem 1. Assume that E is a convergent subterm theory. There is an algo-
rithm which, given a protocol Pr, a set C of corrupted identities, and a quantified
strategy formula ϕ, decides whether CPr, q

C
init |= ϕ.

The challenge in the proof is that active adversaries can send arbitrarily complex
messages, leading to an infinite structure CPr. We show that it suffices to con-
sider “bounded strategies:” Protocols only parse terms up to a bounded depth;
rewriting rules resulting from convergent subterm theories also have “bounded”
effects. It follows that one can restrict the adversary to send terms of bounded
depth. This [2]-style argument only directly covers reachability properties; more
involved arguments apply to strategic and epistemic properties.

5 Applications

We now show several examples of applications of our result. In addition to our
running coin-flipping example, we also treat abuse-freeness of contract signing
protocols. We briefly mention that standard anonymous broadcast protocols as
the dining cryptographers can be expressed in our model in the straight-forward
way. We also treat two applications that use our framework in a less obvious way,
namely 1. accountability and verifiability, and 2. coercion-resistance of voting
protocols. An in-depth discussion of these properties is out of the scope of this
paper, we treat these properties in as much detail as required to highlight the
features of our approach. In particular, our treatment uses direct reasoning about
strategies, epistemic and probabilistic aspects in an essential way.

5.1 The Coin-Flipping Protocol

The coin-flipping protocol satisfies its previously-mentioned security property:

Proposition 1. The state q
{Alice}
init of the CGS induced by the coin-flipping pro-

tocol satisfies the formula ∀3S¬ 〈〈A : S〉〉>0.5 ♦
(
finB00 ∨ finB11

)
.

The formula is satisfied because the messages hash(〈0, N〉) and hash(〈1, N〉) are
indistinguishable for Alice, since she does not know N . Therefore, a 3-uniform
strategy has to choose the same action for both of Bob’s possible messages.

5.2 Abuse-Freeness of Contract Signing Protocols

If Alice and Bob want to exchange a contract, abuse-freeness requires that there
is no situation where Bob can prove to an outsider Charly that the current
state is unbalanced, i.e., Bob can unilaterally decide whether the contracts are
successfully exchanged or not. A straight-forward definition of abuse-freeness is
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“there is no point in the execution of the protocol where Bob has a strategy to
ensure that Charly knows that the protocol is in an unbalanced state.” This can
be expressed in our model in the obvious way. In the full version of this paper [21],
we show how the more complex definition of abuse-freeness given in [11] can be
expressed in our framework. As a consequence, we obtain decidability of abuse-
freeness. This resolves an open question from [11].

5.3 Accountability and Verifiability

Accountability and verifiability are properties relevant for protocols involving
trusted third parties, e.g., voting [26], auctions [27], contract signing [5], identity-
based encryption etc. In [28], a formal definition of accountability is given that
is independent of the specific application.

Accountability requires that if a protocol run “fails” (i.e., does not achieve
some goal), then a party J (the “judge”) can determine which one of the partic-
ipants in the protocol “misbehaved,” i.e., did not follow the protocol.

Up to now, we modeled principals either as honest, or as part of the adversary.
Accountability is concerned with principals who have a “wanted” behavior (the
protocol), but can start “misbehaving” during the protocol run (i.e., abandon
the protocol and behaving adversary-like from that point on).

To express this we use our model in a different way: We modify every honest
principal of the protocol except J to run an “adversary program” at any time.
This is a new sub-branch of the protocol, and forwards received messages to the
adversary, lets the adversary dictate messages to be sent to the other principals,
and provides an oracle for operations involving the private key of the “misbe-
having” identity, e.g., decrypts ciphertexts and signs messages as instructed by
the adversary (the exact set of services provided depends on the involved cryp-
tographic primitives).6 Since the variables in CPr indicate the current state of
honest principals, for each i we have a formula ϕadv

i that is true iff i runs the
adversary program. Forwarding and oracle access causes delay in the protocol
execution, to account for this we introduce “wait cycles” into the protocol. The
adversary program essentially models dynamic corruption.

In [28], individual accountability is defined as follows: At the end of every
protocol run in which a goal ϕ is not satisfied, J announces the identity of
some party that did not follow the protocol (using a distinguished state for each
output). Let blamei be a formula that is true if J announced that i “misbehaved.”
Let ϕ be a goal. Then a protocol provides individual accountability for ϕ if the
following formula is satisfied (∀1S∅ 〈〈∅ : S∅〉〉 quantifies over all reachable states):

∀1S∅ 〈〈∅ : S∅〉〉�
(
(¬ϕ→ ♦(

∨
i∈I

blamei)) ∧�(
∧
i∈I

blamei → ϕadv
i )

)
.

6 Usually, the adversary only accesses the oracle a finite number of times: Decryptions
and signatures are only necessary for encryptions done by, or signature verifications
performed by, honest principals; these only perform a finite number of operations.
Hence the “oracle” can be implemented in a finite protocol role.
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This expresses that if ϕ is not satisfied, then at the end of the run J will cor-
rectly announce one identity from I that did not follow the protocol, and all
announcements of J are indeed “correct.”

The above does not use epistemic or strategic properties: We merely expressed
that J works “correctly.” Epistemic features come into play when the situation
is less clear than above, i.e., when there is no existing judge procedure that we
can use. We can ask whether a party J has enough information7 to serve as a
judge, and derive an implementation. The following expresses that if ϕ is false,
then J will know, for some party i, that i did not follow the protocol:

∀1S∅ 〈〈∅ : S∅〉〉�(¬ϕ→ ♦(
∨
i∈I

(KJ
3ϕ

adv
i )).

If the formula is true, J has enough knowledge to serve as judge (the index 3 states
that J’s knowledge is limited by cryptography). We obtain an “implementation”
of J in a straight-forward way: We allow J (in addition to other instructions that
J follows in the original protocol) to perform “blame” announcements as earlier.
We now ask whether there is a strategy for J to “blame correctly:”

∃3SJ 〈〈J : SJ〉〉 (�(¬ϕ→ ♦(
∨
i∈I

blamei)) ∧
∧
i∈I

(blamei → ϕadv
i )),

in the positive case the strategy for J then encodes a verification program. Fi-
nally, verifiability can be seen as a weaker form of accountability. In [28], it is
defined as follows: A goal ϕ of a protocol Pr is verifiable by J if J knows whether
ϕ holds when the protocol run is over. This can be easily expressed in our model:
Let end be a propositional variable that is true at the end of the protocol run.
Then the formula

∀1S∅ 〈〈∅ : S∅〉〉�(end → (KJ
3ϕ ∨ KJ

3¬ϕ))

expresses that J knows whether ϕ holds at the end of every possible protocol
run. Theorem 1 now implies decidability of accountability and verifiability.

5.4 Coercion-Resistance of Voting Protocols

Coercion-resistance requires that no voter Alice can prove to a party Charly
that she voted as instructed by him, precluding selling of votes. In [29], coercion-
resistance is defined8 as follows: For every “coercer strategy” of Charly, there is
a “counter-strategy” for Alice such that Alice’s vote is counted as she wants to
vote, but Charly believes that he controlled her voting process.

7 Clearly, the protocol must specify which information J has, i.e., which messages J
receives—if J has complete information, accountability trivial.

8 Their definition is given in a cryptographic model, we present an analogous formu-
lation in our symbolic model. Other definitions [30] are expressed in epistemic terms
close to our model. However the game-based definition from [29] covers probabilistic
aspects that we want to model.
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Clearly, we cannot require Charly to always fail to “catch” Alice—if Charly’s
chosen candidate receives zero votes, then Charly knows that Alice did not obey
him. We thus allow Charly to correctly guess that Alice voted differently than
promised with some probability, possibly larger than 1

2 . See [29] for a discussion
of suitable values for the involved probabilities. We model Charly’s belief as the
probability to successfully “guess” whether Alice followed his instructions. This
mirrors the approach of [25] to consider probabilistic knowledge as strategies for
a betting game, see also Section 3.3.

We express coercion-resistance in our model. We note that our model requires
that the number of communication rounds between Alice and Charly is bounded
by a constant, since this has to be encoded into Alice’s protocol description.
A generalized model with no bounds on the protocol length can be defined,
however, such a model will be undecidable (cp. [10]). We stress that neither the
complexity nor the structure of the messages are restricted in our model.

In coercion-resistance, two principals may deviate from the protocol: Charly
uses a coercer strategy to influence Alice, and Alice runs a counter-strategy to
vote as she intends9. Our model allows arbitrary behavior only for the adversary,
hence we model both the coercer and the counter strategy as adversary-strategies.
We introduce a test principal T whose goal it is to determine whether Alice
follows Charly’s instructions (the adversary plays the “coercer strategy”) or uses
the “counter-strategy.” Since both of these strategies are played by the adversary,
we need a way to distinguish them. To this end, the strategies have to “announce
themselves:” We let Alice expect, in the first message from the adversary, a bit
signaling the performed strategy, she changes local state accordingly. She runs a
copy of the adversary program (see Section 5.3) from then on. We use formulas
ϕA−coerc and ϕA−counter to express that the running strategy signaled coercion
or counter, respectively. A T-strategy is successful if T announces “coercion”
iff the running strategy signaled coercion, and “counter” iff the strategy signals
“counter.” Since T’s epistemic capabilities should match Charly’s, T has access
to the same messages that Charly would see in a protocol run.

To express that the counter-strategy lets Alice vote as she wants, we introduce
a principal V (vote) choosing Alice’s (sincere) vote, which he sends to Alice. V’s
strategies then correspond to Alice’s possible votes. Coercion-resistance for a
probability δ is now (semi-formally) expressed as follows10:

for all A-strategies scoerc signaling coerce
there is an A-strategy scounter signaling counter s.t.

scounter lets Alice vote as chosen by V
AND no T-strategy is successful with probability ≥ δ.

9 Clearly, in many protocols there will be a fixed counter-strategy that Alice can use
which we could directly “implement” into our modeling of Alice; this would simplify
the modeling of coercion-resistance significantly.

10 For readability, we omit the universal quantification over V’s strategy.
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This expresses that for every coercer strategy, there is a counter-strategy letting
Alice vote as she wants, and the test principal (with information as available to
Charly) cannot identify the performed strategy with probability ≥ δ.

To express this in QAPI, let ϕV express that Alice voted as instructed by V
(this formula depends on the voting system), let ϕA-coerc and ϕA-counter express
that coercion (counter) is signaled. Let ϕT-suc indicate that T guesses correctly.

ϕT<δ = ¬
(
(〈〈T : ST,A : Scounter〉〉≥δ ϕT-suc) ∧ (〈〈T : ST,A : Scoerce〉〉≥δ ϕT-suc)

)

expresses that T’s success probability is less that δ for one of the strategies.

ϕsig-coerce = (〈〈A : Scoerc〉〉≥1 ♦ϕA-coerc)

expresses that Scoerc signals coercing correctly, analogously let ϕsig-counter express
that Scounter signals counter. Finally,

ϕvote = 〈〈A : Scounter〉〉≥1 ♦ϕV

expresses that the strategy Scounter lets Alice vote as she wants to. We now express
coercion-resistance as follows:

∀3Scoercer∃3Scounter∀3SV∀3STϕsig-coerce → (ϕsig-counter ∧ ϕvote ∧ ϕT<δ).

We stress that the coercer- and counter-strategies are played by the adversary
A and not by Alice. Several key features of our approach are used in the above
modeling: It is clearly necessary to consider only uniform strategies. We also
made extensive use of quantification: Letting the strategy of T depend on the
A-strategies is crucial for the approach, as is the ability to directly reason about
specific strategies in formulas. Finally, reasoning about success probabilities of
strategies was required to express the probabilistic notion of coercion-resistance.

Variations of coercion-resistance can be expressed similarly: One can exchange
the order of quantification of the counter-strategy and the strategy of T to only
demand that for every fixed test strategy there is a counter-measure, one can re-
quire only that Alice’s counter-strategy is successful with some given probability,
etc. The above implies decidability of coercion-resistance.

6 Conclusion and Future Research

We introduced a decidable model that treats epistemic and strategic properties
of probabilistic cryptographic protocols. We demonstrated that the expressive-
ness of the logic QAPI allows to express complex epistemic and probabilistic
security properties. Advanced features as quantification, explicit strategies, and
probabilistic reasoning were central in our modeling of the treated security prop-
erties. Open questions are a complexity analysis of the model checking problem,
and extending decidability to a larger class of equational theories.
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